
How to start a volunteer
program from scratch
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE



Ad-hoc activities and events are fun, but what pays off culturally, what can be evaluated,
and what are decisions made against? Those are programs.

Establishing an employee volunteer program says your company is taking a strong stance
in committing to its community and addressing the causes of the nonprofits you partner
with. It shows that the company cares about what its employees care about, outside the
walls of the workplace.

With this guide, we’ll take you from ground zero to a carefully-planned employee
volunteer program. Then, your company can leverage Field Day for event coordination,
communication with nonprofits, data aggregation, and reporting.

Let’s get started!

01 Setting the foundation

Program name
Come up with a name to brand your program – something catchy that reflects the goals of
the program while resonating with employees.  If you’d like ideas, we can work with you
on it.

Program owners
As a platform, Field Day will offload the primary pain points of discovery, coordination,
and tracking and measurement when it comes to building a successful volunteer program.

Just like with any tool, having one or more program owners is important. While the Field
Day team will always be available to support any and all employees and participants,
internal program owners will lead and deliver communication to employees.

Outside of Field Day, program owners lead successful volunteer programs by taking
ownership of the following:

1. Frequent communication with stakeholders
2. Program updates to employees
3. Participation incentives
4. Decision-making and guidance on the direction of the program
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Objectives and goals
Objectives can define goals. Goals communicate the priorities of leadership and the
company. If employees see volunteering as a priority for the company, they will feel more
empowered to take the time to volunteer. Setting specific and challenging (but
achievable) goals also leads to higher performance.

2022 can also be leveraged as a baseline year as you pilot and start to determine what
makes sense for you and your organization in terms of setting goals going forward. It’s
also still a time of transition for workplaces and we continue to navigate the pandemic.

Examples of goals to get you started:

● Participation rate: X percent of employee base participates in at least one
volunteer activity on Field Day during the year: e.g. 65%

○ Participation rate goals can also be broken down by team (since
volunteering is a teambuilding activity!� to increase visibility in more
frequent team meetings

○ Participation goals among managers/leadership is also effective in
demonstrating support for the program through leading by example

● Total hours: Take your total employee base, number of volunteer hours you give as
a benefit and what percentage of that you think is attainable

● A threshold for employees to reach: hitting X volunteer hours in a year gets you
company swag or a volunteer program t-shirt

Cause areas
You’ve got lots of people at your company, and people have diverse interests and
passions. Within your volunteer program, will your employees be able to engage with
nonprofits of any cause area? Or are there cause areas (particularly those relevant to your
business) you want to focus on for a more centralized story of impact?

Here are some benefits for both options:

● Choosing any cause area: flexible; low barrier to employees getting involved

● Limiting cause areas: a program takes shape that employees and leaders can
speak to; the company demonstrates it cares about certain causes; overall impact
is more concentrated, rather than spread out
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If you decide to limit cause areas, how will you select them? There are a couple of routes
you could take: leadership could make the decision, or you could ask all employees to
rank their top cause areas in a company-wide survey, ensuring everyone has a voice.

Here are the cause areas on Field Day for your consideration: Animal welfare, arts, civil
and human rights, education, environment, health, housing, human services, hunger.

Nonprofit partnerships
On Field Day, you'll be able to discover local nonprofits and their available volunteer
activities for teams, and get in touch with them directly.

If there’s a Portland nonprofit that you have an existing relationship with or are interested
in getting involved with, let us know. If they’re not already on board with us, we’ll reach
out to them.

02 Setting activity guidelines

Because there are many different types of volunteer opportunities out there, there may be
activities that don’t fit the goals of your volunteer program. Beyond the cause areas you
may have established in the previous section, here are some criteria you may use for
events in your program:

Volunteer capacity
A volunteer opportunity may only allow a few people. If teambuilding is a main objective
of your program, you may want to set a requirement that volunteer events under your
program must be able to accommodate at least four people.

Supplies budget
Some volunteer activities, such as a kit assembly, ask that the group donate to the
nonprofit to cover the cost of the supplies required. Events budgets vary by company,
and while some companies may not have an explicit budget for something like this, they
can choose to address donations on a case-by-case basis. It is helpful to have a budget
you can tap for this, whether it’s now or in the future, so we recommend giving it some
thought and making a plan to answer this question.
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Food and drink guidance
Volunteer events may take place over the lunch hour or at other unique times. We
recommend agreeing upon whether lunches or happy hours can be put on a company
credit card or expensed directly following an event. The promise of free food never hurts
when encouraging people to sign up for events!

03 Internal marketing and communication
strategy

Communication channels
To make your volunteer program as visible as possible, be sure to use the following
communication channels:

● Introduce the program in your onboarding materials, employee handbook, and
benefits guide.

● Create an internal resource page including an FAQ. �We can work through a draft of
your FAQ with you when you decide upon program parameters.)

● Highlight the program in your employee/internal newsletter. Even better: highlight
upcoming and recapped volunteer events in each edition!

● Use in-office displays and flyers to promote the program and upcoming volunteer
activities. Add a QR code to its internal resource page.

● Create a Slack channel where employees can ask questions, share ideas for
events, and post reminders. Invite Field Day employees as single-channel members
to assist with any questions and real-time support!

Drive participation with gamification
You can motivate employees to sign up for more volunteer events by gamifying their
participation.

For example, your first time volunteering can earn you a participation badge on an internal
directory. Your fifth time can earn you a flashier, more coveted badge. Volunteering ten
hours may earn you a t-shirt.

Prizes can be refreshed each year and turn into collector’s items for employees!
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04 Get started on Field Day
Now that you’ve got everything you need to launch your company volunteer program,
you’re ready to create your Team on Field Day.

Our onboarding team will reach out to you shortly (if they haven’t already) with next steps
to get you started on Field Day. Feel free to use any of the information above throughout
your onboarding process – and reach out to us if you have any questions as you’re getting
set up.

We’re excited to have you. See you soon!
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Volunteer program details

Program name

Program owner

Program objective

Program goals

Cause areas (if any)

Partnership
qualifications (if any)

Activity volunteer
capacity requirement

Activity supplies
budget

Post-activity
food/drink guidance

Participation
incentives (if any)

Communication
channels
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